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Towards a European normative model for
Responsible Research and Innovation globally.

A New and Emerging
Research Community
By Armin Grunwald
Responsible Research and Innovation
is not new. The ideas of ‘responsible
research’ in science and technology
and ‘responsible innovation’ in the
context of new products, services and
systems have been discussed for
years. However, the discussion is
intensifying. This is partly because
research communities used to operate
in silo mode, each working in their
own separate area. Now more and
more are actively contributing to one
field. Researchers and practitioners
from the fields of technology
assessment, engineering ethics,
sustainability research, science and
technology studies, risk assessment,
technology foresight and strategic
management are becoming part of a
new and emerging research
community: a community, which
discusses issues of Responsible
Research and Innovation (RRI) in an
integrative manner.
All these fields (and, probably others)
contribute to RRI by bringing in
specific expertise and experience. For
example, technology assessment (TA)
enters the field with vast experience
on assessment procedures, actor
involvement, foresight and
evaluation, whilst engineering ethics
and other fields of applied ethics
introduce a body of normative
reflection on technologies and the
roles of engineers and engineering
research.
Meeting and debating issues of RRI
needs spaces and opportunities to
meet, either in person or virtually.
Several projects are already on track
to create synergies on RRI issues. For
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instance, the European Commission
funded a range of projects, of which
ProGReSS is one. It is also noteworthy
that large international research
communities have been starting to
give RRI presentations highly visible
places at their conferences. For
example, the forthcoming bi-annual
conference of the German-speaking
TA community (NTA6, Vienna June
2nd-4th) is devoted to RRI which
will also be of high relevance at the
next annual S.NET conference to be
held in Karlsruhe (September
22nd-24th).
Meetings can be virtual. The Virtual
Institute for Responsible Innovation
(VIRI, http://cns.asu.edu/viri) will
develop RRI further at the
international level, driven by the
US. The institute is funded by the
U.S. National Science Foundation
and coordinated by the Center for
Nanotechnology in Society at
Arizona State University. Members
of many European countries are
part of VIRI which is committed to
strengthening the understanding of
the responsible development of
nanotechnology and other
emerging technologies by
conducting collaborative research,
through international exchange,
and by offering occasions for RRI
education, training and outreach.
Thus we are witnessing the
formation of a new research
community which brings together
researchers, disciplines, and
institutions under the RRI umbrella.
Obviously, new communities need
scientific journals as platforms for
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exchange, as is usually the case in all
fields of scientific advance. The recent
launch of the Journal of Responsible
Innovation (JRI), responds to this
demand. It will help nurture and
communicate the conceptual and
methodological development of RRI
and serve as a basis for discussing RRI
applications in various fields. The JRI
shall not only involve scholars and
teachers from a variety of disciplines
and fields, but also practitioners in
such areas as technology assessment,
management and strategy, research
funding, and science and innovation
policy. It will therefore help
consolidate and extend the new and
emerging RRI community.
As a member of VIRI and a co-editor
of the JRI, I am excited about these
new developments, about working
with colleagues who have not been
part of the TA community before. As a
diverse group, we are more likely to
have an impact on policy and on
topics that are relevant to society. The
next ten years will be dynamic!
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Partners news
San Knowledge and Innovation,
Kimberley, (South Africa)

SASI co#eagues with Doris

On March 19th and 20th a workshop,
”San Knowledge and Innovation”,
involving a highly marginalised
community (the SAN) took place in
Kimberley, South Africa, with the aim
to provide the ProGReSS network with
direct information from an end-user
organisation and to complement
WP4’s outreach activity.
The South African San Institute (SASI)
organised a highly engaging workshop
on the involvement of San
communities in the research and
innovation process. ProGReSS tries to
show that marginalised communities
not only have a human right to the
fruits of science (Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, Art 27 (1)) but can
also highly meaningfully input into
scientific developments. For instance, at the workshop,
Carol van Wyk from the South African Department for
Science & Technology introduced South African efforts to

protect San knowledge whilst also making it possible to
feed into the innovation process.
The event was co-sponsored by the South African
Department for Science & Technology (DST).

Good-bye to Bruno, Emilio, Patrizio and Valeria
It is a great shame that ProGReSS is losing its excellent dissemination and
media team from Rome, especially Bruno who engaged stakeholders
globally during our first year with his innovative ideas and who built a
fabulous website together with Patrizio.
The good news is that Bruno is already working as a post-doc at one of the
UK's most prestigious institutions, King's College in London. And we will all
see him again in Beijing. So hopefully our collaborations with the Roman
team will not end here.

The Roman sky !om the oﬃce of CSSC

Ethics, Equity and Inclusion in Science and Technology: GEST New Delhi Conference 2014
An International Conference “Ethics, Equity and
Inclusion in Science and Technology: Global and
Regional Perspectives" was organized by the Research
and Information System for Developing Countries (RIS),
as part of the EU FP7-sponsored GEST (Global Ethics in
Science and Technology) Project in New Delhi (India)
on March 6th and 7th 2014. In addition to all other
project partners (UCLAN-UK, KIT-Germany, Rathenau
Institut-Netherlands and CASTED-China), scholars,
policy makers, academics, activists, civil society
organizations, media and students from various parts of
India and the world took part.
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The inaugural address was delivered by Amb. Shyam
Saran, Chairman of RIS followed by the welcome
remarks made by Dr Biswajit Dhar, Director-General,
RIS. Dr Miltos Ladikas introduced the Conference with
remarks made by Prof. Jan Staman, Director, Rathenau
Institut.
The keynote address was delivered by Dr K. Vijay
Raghavan, Secretary, Department of Biotechnology,
Government of India, which was followed by the Vote
of Thanks given by Dr Sachin Chaturvedi, Senior
Fellow, RIS.
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Conference emphasized the need for socio-ethical
assessment of new and emerging technologies with
greater public engagement and integrating ethics in
S&T policymaking.
The Conference agenda link: http://www.ris.org.in/
images/RIS_images/pdf/GESTagenda%20on
%2022%20Feb%202014.pdf
Project Link: uclan.ac.uk/gest

ProGReSS in Brighton

GEST conference in New Delhi
Amongst others, the event had the following sessions:
• Ethics and Equity in Emerging Technologies and S&T
Policy
• Food Technologies

On April the 3rd Doris followed an invitation from the
University of Brighton. This was a repeat invitation
from Prof Bob Brecher and the Student Union to hear
about her latest research. Doris decided to introduce
ProGReSS and obtain feedback from a highly active
student and staff community. It was, for instance,
suggested by a member of the audience that societal
desirability should be linked to basic human needs and
not just Grand Challenges.

• Nanotechnology
• Synthetic Biology
• Ethics in Indian S&T Policy and Practice
• Round table on Communication and Engagement in
S&T Policy and Ethics
The valedictory address was delivered by Prof. P.M.
Bharghava, former Director of the Centre for Cellular
and Molecular Biology (Hyderabad, India). The

ProGReSS in Vienna
Stephan Lingner (EA) will present the paper
“Responsibility in Research and Innovation: The EU
project ProGReSS” at the conference on RRI for
German speakers that will be held from 2nd – 4th of
June in Vienna, this year. ProGReSS' later deliverables
will benefit from the audience’s input and feedback.

Recent ProGReSS
All activities of the project are proceeding according to
schedule. Some exciting events recently happened, our
WP4 workshop in South Africa, and preparations are
ongoing for the next workshop which will be hosted in
Beijing this May by our partner at the Chinese Academy
of Social Sciences (IWEP). We provide below a summary
of most recent achievements.

ProGReSS YouTube videos
We now have our own YouTube channel and eight of the
eleven interview videos are online. Together with a film
student/film maker (Amy Dean) these were filmed at a
meeting in Brussels. The eight people you can see are
Petra, the Director of the European Academy in Germany
and Doris from ProGReSS, three other project leaders,
Bernd from Responsible Industry, Ralf from Res-Agora
and Aki from Responsibility, as well as Baerbel from ResAgora, Netherlands, and Rohaya from Responsibility,
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Malaysia. Look out for the remaining three videos, as they
come online throughout the year.
The ProGReSS YouTube channel is here: http://
www.youtube.com/channel/
UCKrILNrxHNluXpmO_Rsc4pQ

National, Regional, and Sectoral Systems of
Innovation
The ProGReSS deliverable D2.2 on national, regional and
sectoral innovation approaches has been completed. The
authors, Benjamin Schrempf, David Kaplan, and Doris
Schroeder, present the basic ideas of the Systems of
Innovation (SI) approach, followed by a brief outline of
the three main sub-concepts of the framework: National,
Regional, and Sectoral Systems of Innovation. The report
also introduces the concept of “inclusive innovation”.
The full report can be accessed here:
www.progressproject.eu/project-deliverables/
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Ethical Acceptability and Sustainability

RRI, Best Practices in Industry

The ProGReSS deliverable D5.1, prepared by Margret
Engelhard, David Coles, and John Weckert, has been
completed and is accessible on our project website. The
deliverable focuses on two elements of RRI (ethical
acceptability and sustainability) for synthetic biology,
nanotechnology, and Information and Communications
Technology (ICT) as representative examples of modern
and emerging technologies.
The full report can be accessed here:
www.progressproject.eu/project-deliverables/

The ProGReSS deliverable D4.1, produced by TECNALIA
with relevant contributions from Doris Schroeder and
Han Bing, has been made available on the project
website. The deliverable introduced societally desirable
innovations developed by industry. Six innovations
aligned to five Grand Challenges of humankind are
introduced and discussed. In addition to presenting the
case studies, the deliverable closes with reflections on
novel ways of considering RRI in Industry.
The full report can be accessed here:
www.progressproject.eu/project-deliverables/

Latest RRI news
First issue of Journal of Responsible
Innovation available now

The call text can be downloaded here: http://
www.responsible-industry.eu/files/Bottomup_Cases_Competition.pdf?attredirects=0&d=1

The first issue of the Journal of Responsible Innovation
(Taylor and Francis) is out, and all articles are currently
free to view online. This inaugural issue includes four
research articles, establishing a strong empirical and
theoretical basis dealing with:

Informing study participants about findings
with potential health implications

• new product development and perceptions of
responsible innovation in the financial sector,
• mapping discussions and ideals about the
responsibility of science towards society,
• principles of precaution and proaction as guides for
policy,
• absence of politics in discussions about responsible
innovation.

The Wellcome Trust and the Medical Research Council
(MRC) have launched a framework to help researchers
design and implement a policy on feeding back findings
that arise during a study which have potential health
implications for individual participants. Particular
attention is paid to the process of seeking consent and
how it relates to incidental findings.
More info: http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/News/Media-office/
Press-releases/2014/WTP056069.htm

The issue also includes a discussion paper and responses,
and a section of Perspectives and Reviews.

National Action Plans (NAPs) on business and
human rights

More info: http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/tjri20/
current#.UzSKeb_Fm-I%C2%A0

Combining research and consultations with stakeholders
across Europe, Africa, Latin America, and the Asia-Pacific
region, the NAPs Project aims to support progress by
States toward effective implementation of the UN
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights
(UNGPs). The project actively seeks to inform and
complement actions and initiatives in this area by all
relevant actors, including individual States and the UN
Working Group on Business and Human Rights. The
NAPs Project’s final toolkit and report are scheduled for
release in June 2014.

Responsible Research and Innovation
Listserv
The Virtual Institute for Responsible Innovation, VIRI, has
created a listserv available to anyone with an interest in
responsible research and innovation.
The sign-up is available at the following link:
https://lists.asu.edu/cgi-bin/wa?A0=RRINET

Open Call for Competition: Responsible
Research and Innovation in Industry Cases
The consortium of Responsible Industry invites the
submission of case studies on good practice in
responsible research and innovation in industry. The five
winners will receive €3,000 each. Deadline for
submission of abstracts is June 30th, 2014.
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More info: http://www.business-humanrights.org/
Documents/icar-dihr-naps-project

2014 Climate Change IPCC’s report released
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s latest
report, Climate Change 2014: Mitigation of Climate
Change, has been released in Berlin, Germany, and it
states that global greenhouse gas emissions are
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continuing to rise at an accelerated pace. The report
concludes that urgent action is needed to limit the
increase in global mean temperature to two degrees
Celsius and that action now will be far less costly than
postponing action for the future.
More info: http://www.un.org/climatechange/blog/category/
climate-change/

First volunteers to receive blood cultured
from stem cells in 2016
The first human volunteer will receive red blood cells
cultured in the laboratory within the next three years, as
part of a long-term research programme funded by the
Wellcome Trust. The £5 million Strategic Award was
granted to a consortium led by the Scottish National
Blood Service (SNBTS) and will follow on from previous
research which proved red blood cells could be
generated from stem cells.
More info: http://www.gla.ac.uk/news/
headline_323250_en.html

Second Regional Conference on Industrial
Parks, Ljubljana, Slovenia
On 7th April, the United Nations Industrial Development
Organization (UNIDO) in collaboration with the Ministry

of Economic Development and Technology and the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Slovenia has organized a
two-day event to focus on the role of science, industrial
and technology parks in fostering inclusive and
sustainable industrial development in Europe and Central
Asia.
More info: http://unido.org/news/press/slovenia-indus.html

Fake seeds business blooming due to
misleading similarity with industrially
processed seeds
Counterfeiting gangs in Uganda have learned to dye
regular maize with the characteristic pinkish orange
colour of industrially processed maize seed, duping
farmers into paying good money for seed that won't
grow. The result is a crisis of confidence in commercially
available high-yield seed.
High yield hybrids were developed in the US in the
1930s, and were at the centre of the Green Revolution
that transformed Asian and Latin American agriculture in
the 1950s and 60s.
More info: http://www.theguardian.com/sustainablebusiness/counterfeit-fake-seeds-uganda-farmers-cropfailure?CMP=twt_gu

Recent publication
Guston, D.H., Fisher, E., Grunwald, A., Owen, R., Swierstra, T., & van der Burg, S., (2014).
Responsible innovation: motivations for a new journal, Journal of Responsible Innovation, vol.1(1), pp. 1-8

As noted in our news section, the first
edition of the Journal of Responsible
Innovation is now available online,
free of charge. In the inaugural
editorial, the authors lay out the
motivations and ethos driving the
journal, and the case for RRI as a
whole. Their objective is to
understand how, to what extent or if
"a more fitting sense of responsibility
can be conceptualised, configured
and distributed across such
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innovations and the complex systems
in which they are embedded".
Why is this necessary? With the many
technology and social science
journals already in publication, on
what merit should RRI be considered
in such a specific fashion? While it is
true that the relationship between
technology and society has long been
a topic of study, RRI seeks to move
beyond this, beyond understanding
the various elements of the
relationship and operationalise it to
anticipate and react to societal grand
challenges for the benefit of all. The
editorial notes that the development
of new technologies, nanotechnology
in particular, catalysed the
introduction of "responsible
development" into political
discourse. These "post-normal

sciences" have the power to reframe
old debates and have the potential to
be of both great benefit and harm to
society as a whole. They have raised
calls for a broader array of
stakeholders to be included in the
discussion of the future direction of
their development and ensure that
there is no "innovation without
representation".
A journal dedicated to RRI can not
only highlight the work being done in
this area, but give a voice to those
that do it in every corner of the
world. The editors are sure that this
journal will prove to be a valuable
resource for those wishing to learn
more or contribute to the discussion
around RRI. They invite you to check
out the first issue!
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SynBio, a continuation of genetic
engineering?
By Siobhán Yeats

Dr Siobhan Yeats, Director of
Biotechnology at the European
Patent Office (EPO) in Munich, read
our report “Case Studies - Overview
of Ethical Acceptability and
Sustainability” with interest and
sent us the following comment on
the synthetic biology section.
Siobhan also serves on the
ProGReSS Advisory Board.

There is no clear and generally
accepted definition of SynBio that
sharply delimits it from “ordinary”
GM technology. SynBio is defined in
defined in ProGReSS Deliverable 5.1
as the engineering of biology in order
to synthesise complex, biologicallybased systems with functions that do
not exist in nature. Engineering
perspectives may be applied at all
structural levels, from individual
molecules to whole cells, tissues and
organisms. The idea is to design
biological systems in a rational and
systematic way. Current research is
directed, inter alia, to the
development of minimal cells or
genomes containing only basic
essential functions, and to the
creation of bioengineered
microorganisms that can produce
new medicines, biofuels and other
products. The use of standardised
parts that can be inserted into all
kinds of cells to engineer them as
desired is envisaged.
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The main issue is to what extent
SynBio in practice really goes far
beyond genetic engineering, as
claimed in the report. For the most
part the report sets out what SynBio
seeks to do, with less emphasis on
what it has actually done up until
now. Indeed, its far-reaching aims
appear to be what really distinguishes
SynBio from genetic engineering as it
has been practiced for decades. The
actual achievements to date seem to
represent rather a continuation of
general genetic engineering, using
the technical advances that have
taken place in, for example, DNA
sequencing and synthesis, rather than
something going far beyond it.
The real issues to be considered seem
likely to be determined by what has
been done and what is likely to be
achieved in our lifetimes. The
concept of using standardised parts to
engineer things in many types of cells
is exciting, and it is not surprising
that it has caught the world’s
imagination. However, a bacterium is
not like a car or a mobile phone, and
a promoter that works in E. coli is
usually inactive in a yeast or
mammalian cell. The standardised
parts approach may in the end be
constrained by the natural limitations
of biological systems. Likewise,
minimal genomes have so far been
created by stripping down natural
ones, not by assembling artificial new
ones.
No doubt the SynBio approach will
lead to exciting new possibilities to
produce substances in cells, such as
biofuels. However, the question
remains what is really new about
this. Although SynBio seeks to
produce new biological systems from
scratch, results so far have involved
adapting existing systems, not
creating entirely new ones. The
production of artemisinin in a yeast
engineered to contain the artemisinin

metabolic pathway, some dozen
genes, was a tremendous scientific
achievement by Keasling et al. and
an important one for patients
suffering from malaria. However, it
seems debatable whether this
represents a real paradigm shift. For
several decades scientists have been
engineering microorganisms and
higher organisms to produce
chemicals, or for use in
bioremediation, by introducing genes
encoding enzymes or even whole
enzymatic pathways. One prominent
case was the famous “golden rice”,
which was engineered in the late
1990s to contain enzymes enabling
the rice cell to produce betacarotene.
In view of the interest SynBio has
raised, a public debate on the issues
mentioned in the report is necessary,
and people must be heard and
involved. However, virtually all these
issues – risks of release, deliberate
misuse, playing God, social justice –
apply equally well (or not) to
classical GM inventions, and they
were discussed back in the 1970s
and repeatedly since.
As far as the objection to playing
God is concerned, human beings
have been trying to improve on
nature for thousands of years – none
of today’s cultivated crops existed in
their current form in nature, but they
are rather the product of centuries of
selective breeding. Genetic
engineering speeds up the
improvement process and enhances
possibilities, but even it has not to
date proved capable of creating “new
life forms”.
Risks must always be considered, but
they will depend on the kind of
research to be performed. It hence
seems most appropriate that risks
should be assessed on a case by case
basis, as mentioned in the report.
Microorganisms with a minimal
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genome are likely to be non-viable in
the wild, and if not they can easily be
engineered to be so (by knocking out
a gene encoding something essential
that needs to be supplied in the
culture medium, a time-honoured
standard genetic method). Bacteria
carrying numerous extra genes, such
as those synthesising artemisinin,
usually lose these genes rapidly in
the wild, since the genes and their
expressed protein products burden
the cell machinery and are a
disadvantage to it. So the problems
associated with accidental release
can easily be minimised and effective
containment assured.
As for bio-terrorism, this cannot of
course be ruled out, but there are
plenty of natural pathological bugs
available to terrorists, such as
anthrax, that are much more likely to
survive in the wild than artificial
organisms created by SynBio for the
reasons above. Indeed there is some
concern about growing biosecurity
risks linked to the increasing
availability and decreasing price of
DNA synthesis. This makes
containment of hazardous biological

SPRING 2014
material much more difficult because
published (sequence) information is
enough to make a deadly organism
such as a modified H5N1 virus. The
problems associated with SynBio are
thus by no means unique to that area.
The concerns about social justice are
again not peculiar to SynBio, but
could apply to all sorts of technical
fields, not even just to biological
ones. Such considerations have not
stopped us from replacing humans
with machines to do all sorts of
things, from working in agriculture to
selling train tickets. Few people
would advocate going back to
isolating all kinds of pharmaceutical
substances from trees, as we used to.
Indeed it could even be argued that it
is more environmentally sustainable
to make products in bacteria than to
cut down trees for this. Social issues
are always important, but it is difficult
to argue that we could stop the
development of science for such
reasons. Technological development
often brings new opportunities as
well as losses, and we may hope that
SynBio will do the same.

In conclusion, SynBio is a diffuse
term that does not clearly delimit the
area from mainstream GM science.
Scientific results so far appear to
support the notion that SynBio
represents a continuation of genetic
engineering rather than a quantum
leap into the unknown. Its current
risks and opportunities appear similar
to those of GM in general. Ethical
and safety concerns and social issues
need to be debated in full, but they
do not appear really different for
SynBio than for other areas.
This research should contribute to
putting these issues into perspective
and help to stimulate public debate
and disseminate valuable information
on SynBio. The more practically
feasible applications proposed for
SynBio undoubtedly hold promise to
deliver useful products and new
methods for society.
Overemphasising other aspects, such
as the creation of truly artificial life
forms, may detract from the real
nature and promise of the SynBio
field.

Upcoming events
Responsible Innovation. Neue Impulse für die Technikfolgenabschätzung?, Vienna, June 2-4, 2014.
The forthcoming bi-annual conference of the German-speaking TA community (NTA6) will take place in Vienna June 2-4.
More info: http://www.oeaw.ac.at/ita/veranstaltungen/konferenzen-workshops/nta6-ta14-2014/ueberblick
Open Innovation 2.0 Conference, Convention Centre, Dublin, June 12, 2014
This year’s Open Innovation 2.0 Conference will take place on June 12 at the Dublin Convention Centre and is jointly
organised by the European Commission / Open Innovation Strategy and Policy Group - OISPG, Intel Labs Europe, and Dublin
City Council.
More info: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/news/open-innovation-20-conference-june
6th Annual S.NET meeting, Karlsruhe, September 21-24, 2014
The 6th Society for the Study of Nanoscience and Emerging Technologies, forthcoming (S.NET) will take place at the
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, in Karlsruhe, Germany, from September 21st to 24th 2014.
More info: http://www.thesnet.net/meetings/karlsruhe-2014/
Biennial Conference of the European Association for the Study of Science and Technology (EASST 2014), Torun,
Poland, September 17-19, 2014.
The conference will include the special session “Addressing societal challenges by governing towards responsible research
and innovation: Understanding underlying governance dynamics and instruments”.
More info: http://www.easst.umk.pl/
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Associated Projects
ProGReSS is associated with the Group of Six (Go6) RRI projects, recently launched FP7 Science in Society projects
dealing with Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) Governance. Together, we make up a critical mass of
researchers taking forward RRI Governance in Europe, and beyond.
Res-AGorA: http://res-agora.eu/news/
RESPONSIBILITY: http://responsibility-rri.eu/?lang=en
GREAT: http://www.great-project.eu/
Responsible-Industry: http://www.responsible-industry.eu/
RRI Tools: http://www.ecsite.eu/activities_and_resources/projects/rri-tools

Project summary
Delivering European renewal relies heavily on the
advancement of Responsible Research and Innovation
(RRI) - that is, research and innovation which:

networks of RRI from all continents with European
partners and societal actors to achieve the following
objectives:

• is ethically acceptable,
• is sustainable by avoiding significant adverse effects,
and
• drives towards the common good, i.e. societal
desirability.

1. Link existing international networks of RRI with relevant
societal actors on a global scale to focus innovation on
societal desirability.
2. Complete a major fact-finding mission comparing
science funding strategies and innovation policies in
Europe, the US, China, Japan, India, Australia, and South
Africa.
3. Advocate a European normative model for RRI globally,
using constitutional values as a driver to inform societal
desirability.
4. Develop a strategy for fostering the convergence of
regional innovation systems at the global level.

Especially the third aspect - societal desirability - is an
underexplored aspect of RRI and it is the aim of the
project to develop a strategy for fostering the convergence
of regional innovation systems at the global level. The
project aims to advocate a European normative model for
RRI globally, using constitutional values as a driver to
inform societal desirability.
ProGReSS concentrates on the underexplored and least
converging part of RRI, namely achieving societal
desirability. The project will link existing international

WORK PACKAGES
WP1: Management

KEY OBJECTIVES
To ensure the smooth and effective running of the project in order to achieve the main
objectives.

WP2: Innovation Systems

To ensure that the networkʼs deliberations and outputs are informed by and compatible
with cutting edge research on innovation systems

WP3: Innovation for Society

Complete a major fact-finding mission comparing science funding strategies and innovation policies in Europe, the US, China, Japan, India, Australia and South Africa.

WP4: Outreach

WP5: Case Studies

WP6: Dissemination

To ensure that industry and end-user views are taken into account in the convergence
roadmap.
To provide input to deliberations from three case studies with practical relevance for the
notion of and the need for responsible research and innovation (RRI).
To communicate widely the findings and outcomes of the project while allowing stakeholders and policy makers to inject their perspective into the project.

WP7: Convergence roadmap

www.progressproject.eu

Develop a strategy for fostering the convergence of regional innovation systems at the
global level.
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ProGReSS consortium
Centre for Professional Ethics
University of Central Lancashire, (Uclan)
http://www.uclan.ac.uk/

Centre for Applied Philosophy
and Public Ethics (CAPPE)
Charles Sturt University (CSU)
http://www.cappe.edu.au/

Tecnalia Research & Innovation (TRI))
http://www.tecnalia.com/

Environmental Evaluation Unit (EEU)
University of Cape Town (UCT)
http://www.eeu.org.za/

Science & Technology Studies
Europäische Akademie (EA)
http://www.ea-aw.org/

South African San Institute (SASI)
http://www.sasi.org.za/

Institute of World Economics & Politics (IWEP)
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS)
http://en.iwep.org.cn/

Research and Information System
for Developing Countries (RIS)
http://www.ris.org.in/

Center for the Study of Ethics
in the Professions(CSEP)
Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT)
http://ethics.iit.edu/

ProGReSS is funded by the 7th Framework Programme of the European Commission,
Programme “Science in Society/SiS”
International Coordination in the field of Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI)
Coordination and Support Action/CSA. Grant agreement N° 321400

